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ABSTRACT: As most of the researches going in the field of robotics perception. One important factor is to perceive 

the social environment and smartness of perception had been demonstrated from last few years to the till date. A new 

semantical meaning of perceptions can be a success point in the terms of sociality. In this paper different inspiration of 

robotics perception, how relates to the social world is examined. Special issues are also discussed by others researches 

in this area are included. Aim of this paper is to provide the knowledge globally to make the discussion on robotics 

perception more interactive and impactful in the future. Robotics perception is identified based on different parameters 

with the help of a diagram is present in this paper. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 To percept the things vary from person to person .There are various definition of perception stated as [1]Ought to 

have a look[2]It is the process by which people translate sensory impressions into a coherent and unified view of world 

around them[3] interpretation of sensory information in order to represent and understand the environment. On the 

basis of above definitions a unique definition is defined as:”Perception is the mastery to gain the orientation by the 

senses to perceive the surroundings. Perception has different forms like[1]perception of sound is the ability to perceive 

sounds by detecting vibrations[2]perception of speech is the process by which the sounds of languages are heard 

interpreted and understood,[3]perception of touch is the process of recognizing objects through touch,[4]perception of 

taste is ability to perceive the flavour of substances and [5]perception of the social world is the part of perception that 

allows people to understand the individuals groups of the social world and thus an element of social cognition. 

 

 Social world plays an important role to get the clear definition of perception. So this is the gifted platform to 

understand the robotics perception. Time to time change conditions analyze or percept the things become difficult. This 

type of perception is called smart perception. Several stages are provided for robots to understand the environment. 

Robot’s perception is explored in terms of intentionality, attention ,motivation and behaviour by Cynthia Breazeal and 

Brian Scassellati (1999).Social skills as beliefs, goals and desires are some properties called as theory of mind useful 

for potential application in robotics by Brian Scassellati (2002).Re-examination and behavioural analysis of perception 

is defined by looking time experiments and focal visual attention by Andrew Lovett and Brian Scassellati (2004) and 

Frederick Shic, Warren Jones, Ami Klin and Brian Scassellati (2006). 

 

 The goal this paper is to examine the robotics perception according to the social world. This is not to say that 

robotics perception is rely only on socials world. It can be defined in others domain too. But focus is on the relationship 

between the robotics perception and social world. A diagrammatical representation is given in this paper along with 

some parameters like truth worthiness, sociality, social skills, social behaviour, intentionality, interaction and social 

intelligence. 
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Figure I. Relational Block Diagram of Robots perception and Social World 

II. MOTIVATION 

 

     There are various reasons to provide a relationship of robotic perception with social world. It is the first time to 

elaborate this relationship on the bases of some major aspects provided by the robots to the social world and vice versa. 

Initial, perception is based on the truth worthiness is more important factor to provide the better result in the real life. 

Second, Smartness of robotics is increased according to the smart vision. Last, semantic meanings in terms of sociality 

also improves the social intelligence and non verbal behaviour in unconstructed environment. An extra view point is to 

examine the decision making based on perception. It is not difficult just need to perceive the links of robots perception 

in social environment.  

III. RELATED WORK 

 

In [7] the author proposed a re-examine of looking time experiment. Which tell that face expressions says behaviour 

or intention of robots.Iconicity should be there to understand the intentionality. 

In [13], author conclude that robots should have theory of mind such as goals,belief and desires.With the help of this 

theory robots gain intention and targets.It also tell about the capability of robots.  

    In [11] the author introduces a method which is used by robots in vocabulary. Robots uses the existing vocab to 

produce the new sentences in the new environment.  

In [15] the authors have discussed about multi-category of intention such as low level and high level. 

In [17] it is shown that smarter human makes the robots smarter.And how cheating affects the social world.It has 

been observed that robots provide  more truth worthiness to social world than human. 

IV. EXPLANATION OF DIAGRAM 

A. Truthworthiness and Visual attention: 

On the bases of the fact that robots are more trustworthy in nature than human.Robots perceived to be more 

intelligent in truth worthiness.According to the Ullman1.D.,Leite.I.,Phillips.J.,Kim-Cohen.J., and Scassellati.B.(2014) 

Robot in dishonest manipulation would receive lowest attributions of truth wothiness than human and robot in the 

honest manipulation.It is also stated that robot would perceive as less intelligent and intentional than the 

human.Physical  and visual presence affects the perception in the related field of acceptance. It has been stated that 
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participations in the games or an activity is depend on self directed condition,externaly directed condition and control 

condition. 

    According to  Hayes.B.,Ullman.D.,Alexander.E.,Bank.C., and Scassellati.B(2014),empathy generating robot 

dialogue has on participant performance acroos three upper conditions.In self directed condition robot petitions the 

participant to reduce his or her performance to avoid punishment.In externally directed condition robot petitions on 

behalf of its programmers.In control condition doesn’t involve any petitions for empathy. 

    Robots observe rules,goals and intentions through detecting and analysis activity relate to each other and also 

differentiate the single game from other games.It also prevent the likelihood of motivating to get the loyal,systematic 

and accurate result based on the proper rules amd regulations.It is defined as the interface between robots and social 

world.According to Shic.F.,Jones.W.,Klin.A.,and Scassellati.B.(2006) robots are attentive through focal visual attention 

which is a scarce source.Brain allocates the movements of eyes to focus upon location in spatiotemporal scene that are 

maximally informative.Informative location depends on dynamic internal goals and intrinsic preferences of 

observer.Robots are more accurate at recognizing short,more frequent fixation than longer,less frequent ones.Robots 

look longer at particular scenes based on visual processing at pre-attentive level rather than understanding of objects is 

given by “Using a robot to reexamine looking time experiments” by Lovett.A., and Scassellati.B.(2004). 

 

B. Sociality: 

Sociality plays an important role in everybody’s life.To make robots smarter they should have social skills which 

comes from sociality.It has been observed that robots perceived things better  when they work in social 

envirorment.They learn lots of skills known as social skills.They get attention on the particular related field to their 

work.Iconicity, asbtractness and realism is provided by socialism.Understanding of objects and their reactions is also 

analysedd by social skills.A special paper “Theory of mind for humanoid robot ”  by Scassellati.B.(2002) is presented 

in the related field of sociality.In this paper social skills as beliefs,goals and desires are called theory of mind. Theory 

of mind in human children and potential application is useful  to build robots with similar capabilities. 

   It has been observed that people use intensely affective voice to teach  robotsThere are three levels at which robots 

teacher focus as direction,guidance and feedback.Direction is defined as spoken before an action is taken.Guidance is 

spoken as the learner communicates an intended action and feedback is spoken in response to a complete 

action.Capability to do a  task is depend from an experienced humanand instructing a novice user based on explicit 

inclusion.Simple manipulations of treatment is implemented in the social world as a planning subsystem.Individual 

condition increased the robots recall abilities compared to the grouped condition.Emotional interpretation more 

dependent  on difficulty level rather than the study condition.Interaction is a soft approach to faster robot’s 

development of social related skills. 

C. Non- verbal  behaviour: 

Behaviour is rely on social skills in the environment.From sociality robots get belief.goals and desires as social 

skills.It help to get social assistance to behave smartly with surroundings.social intelligence is the important plug to 

charge the life.It is a cohesive strength of the senses through the experience. Realism provide the platform to behave 

robots like a human being.Non-verbal behaviour means the ability or capacity to perceive and response smartly.Robots 

use non-verbal social cues like eye gaze and gesture.Robot help people through interaction that are inherently social 

such as tutoring and coaching.It use empirical data in robot human attraction.Objects perceptions able to perceive 

semantically meaning objects in unconstructed to form high level tasks. 
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   According to the David Feil-Seifer and Maja J Matari´ robots provide assistance to people through physical 

contact.There is no clear definition of socially assistive robotics.Social assistive research projects by target populations 

,application domains and interaction methods.          

D. Communication and  Intentionality:         

   Intentionality has come to mind by perceiving and analysis .In research paper “how to build robots tha make friends 

and influence people”.Intentionality through motor actions and facial expressions.It gives 

perception,attention,motivation,behaviour and motor systems. 

    According to Gold.K., and Scassellati.B.(2007) A robot uses existing vocabulary by partial parses of 

sentences,grammaticalinference and robots existin predicatescan suggest possibilities for a new predicate.It is also 

possible by conjunctionof choice leading to a word becomes its logical definition. Principal of contrast distinguish the 

word and inferring word type and reference. 

 
  “A multi category theory of intention ” by Admoni.H., and Scassellati.(B.2012) defines the intentionality in other 

agents. It also divide the intentionality in two categories such as low level and high level. In low level intentionality 

observer has a theory of mind about an agent. In high level intentionality observer believes the agent has a theory of 

mind about something else. It can be predictive and generative using different intentionality. Mixed intentionality 

seems to be achieve performance levels of the models trained for a specific type of intentionality. 

 

E. Sensory Information  and knowledge: 

 

Intentionality is useless if it doesn’t get information from senses of mind.With the time sensory information becomes 

usefull knowledge.There is no space for knowledge without information.Information is like data source on which 

extraction,transaction and load operations performed to get benefits like database.With the help of sensory information 

and knowledge a robot perception takes place as useful predictions.So these makes the robots perception more 

relaiable.Robust methods for for representing ,generalizing and sharing knowledge across various robotics system. 

 
  Modeling tasks and robot skills to simplify the programming and reuse of knowledge between robots in 

manufacturing environments. Decomposition of high level, complex assembly task into simple skills primitives that the 

robot in a specified sequence. Easily interact with and reuse knowledge in various manufacturing robotics making  i t 

possible to reduce programming  time and overhead. Sensors are used for detecting social cues. Sets of social cues 

indicate specific social signals. It is based on interdisciplinary platform developed to integrate. Stimulation 

interdisciplinary collaboration in the development of social intelligence that mutual informs areas of robotic 

intelligence. 

V. DISCUSSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

 

 This paper presents a new direction in the field of robotics perception on the behalf of social world. According to all 

study it has been proved that social world plays an important role in robotics. As it becomes the relationship or we can 

say brotherhood of robotics and social world. This paper describe the coordination of multi actions perform by robots. 

Social world gives the freedom to robotics to perceive the things in unconstructed environment too. 

For future it becomes important to progress this topic with the classification and taxonomy. So in next paper we will 

provide taxonomy of robotics perception with different attributes. It would be a appreciation to get the disciplinary 

information for futuristic use. So it will give a unified view to take benefits for ongoing research globally. In the end 

we would like to say social environment is a better place to take experiments practically and economically.   
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